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NAKBA
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MOSHE SISELSENDER
NAKBA NAKBA NAKBA
WE WISH ALL THE
PALESTINIANS ALL THE ARABS
ALL THE MUSLIMS- ALL THE
1 BILLION- NAKBA NAKBA
NAKBA MAY ALLAH IN HIS
GREAT MERCY AND GLORY GIFT
YOU WITH NAKBA NAKBA
NAKBA DESTRUCTION
DESTRUCTION DESTRUCTION
DESTRUCTION DESTRUCTION
MAY YOUR MORNINGS BRING
YOU SORROW . MAY YOUR
EVENINGS BRING YOU GRIEF. MAY YOU BE DESTROYED BY
THE BRILLIANT WISDOM OF
YOUR LEADERS THE 92 YEAR
PRESIDENT OF INDONESIA-AN
AVOWED ANTI–SEMITE WHO
BRAGS THAT HE IS A HATER OF
JEWS. JEWS ARE THE CAUSE OF
ALL ILLS ALL WARS ALL THAT
GOES WRONG. THE FIRST
THING HE NEEDS TO DO IS FALL
ON HIS OWN SWORD. HE CAN
ALSO USE A BOMB AND BLOW UP ALL HIS CO RELGIONISTS. THEN HE WILL BE ENTITLED TO 70 VIRGINS. HOWEVER THEY ALL HAVE AIDS.

ANOTHER WISE SAGE IS THE ENDROGANUS FROM TURKEY. ENDROGANUS IS A QUEER WHO IS NEITHER MAN OR WOMAN. LET HIM DROP DEAD SOONER THAN LATER. HE
WOULD BE DOING TURKEY THE BIGGEST FAVOR
AGAIN I WISH ALL MY PALESTINIAN ARAB AND MUSLIM FRIENDS ETERNAL NAKBA NAKBA NAKBA. MAY ALLAH REPAY YOU WITH ETERNAL NAKABA.
A STONE WILL TELL ONE OF ALLAH’S FOLLOWERS THERE IS A PALESTINIAN AN ARAB A MUSLIM HIDING BEHIND ME
GO AND SLAY HIM. AKBA AKBA AKBA ALLAH IS GREAT KILL HIM FOR THE GLORY OF ALLAH. 70 VIRGINS WITH AIDS ARE AWAITING YOU.